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Fáilte Chuig Comórtas na mBailte Slachrmhara Super Valu 2021. Táimid buíoch daoibh as ucht na hiontrála a chur 
chugainn. Go raibh maith  agaibh as ucht bhur dtacaíocht le linn na paindéime. Lean leis an dea-obair. 

Thank you for your entry form.  A lot of work had gone into its collation, and we loved the pictures which gave a 
good indication of the extent of your work and the voluntary support you have from across the Castlebar community.  
There have been a number of key projects which you have delivered over the last 12 months which are mentioned 
in turn in this report.  

One is of particular note which is the way you have worked with the younger members of your community.  You 
mobilised them by working with Gaisce TY students Castlebar Mitchells, Scoil Raifteirí, First Mayo Scouts, Foróige, 
Educate Together and Castlebar Tennis Club.  Secondly - a special shout out to Maria Murtagh in her role as 
Covid-19 Officer.  She prioritised the H&S of your volunteers in all aspects of their work.  

Your entry form also details the breadth of support, and links you have across the Community.  You meet with The 
Council every three months to discuss activities; you have strong links with The ATU and groups such as the GAA, 
Tennis Club and Church Groups to name a few. 

Communication and getting together is important so it was good to see that your Facebook pages were up to date,  
and we love the fact that you host birthday parties for your hard-working volunteers! You even headed off to Kildare 
to see what Maynooth was delivering for Tidy Towns – they will learn a lot from you too when they return.
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On a wonderful sunny Sunday, the pods and weather canopy still attracted members of the public to the Market 
Square.  Well done on this work and for creating a usable space suitable for our Irish weather.  

The Linenhall Arts Centre was freshly painted, and the original stonework looked great. We loved the arched 
windows here that were nicely enhanced by the window boxes.  It was all very  nicely restored and maintained.  

Fresh painting at Castlebar Shopping Centre also looked well.  We wondered if some more trees or planters could 
be added to this car park? 

It was great to see many independent shops with attractive window displays, such as Gerry McGuires,  
Prendergast's, Don Raccine and Doherty's to name a few. Even when shops are closed it's great to be able to 
window shop and this person will definitely return during opening hours, hopefully for some Elba chocolates! 
McDermott’s furniture store was another independent shop that had an attractive window display.  

Some shops had full stickers on their windows obscuring the views in and out, which detracts from the streetscape 
and should  be discouraged.     

The building housing Vincent Deane Solicitors on Thomas Street was nicely painted, and we liked how the utility 
box here was also painted to blend in with the building. 
It would be lovely to eat outdoors at Tucker Street on a warm summers evening.  Care is needed not to block the 
pavement though with planters when premises are closed.  
  
You have great amenities in Castlebar including a Theatre, Hospital, a brand-new Leisure Complex, Playgrounds 
and Tennis Club.   The latter was very busy when we visited – which was great to see.  Is there a problem with the 
fantastic dome here as the plastic seems to be deteriorating?  
Solar panels were noted at the Leisure Centre, but we were surprised there were not more. 

Have you or the Council collated a list of derelict empty houses for example as several on Charles Street were 
noted?
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Prendergast's, Don Raccine and Doherty's to name a few. Even when shops are closed it's great to be able to 
window shop and this person will definitely return during opening hours, hopefully for some Elba chocolates! 
McDermott’s furniture store was another independent shop that had an attractive window display.  

Some shops had full stickers on their windows obscuring the views in and out, which detracts from the streetscape 
and should  be discouraged.     

The building housing Vincent Deane Solicitors on Thomas Street was nicely painted, and we liked how the utility 
box here was also painted to blend in with the building. 
It would be lovely to eat outdoors at Tucker Street on a warm summers evening.  Care is needed not to block the 
pavement though with planters when premises are closed.  
  
You have great amenities in Castlebar including a Theatre, Hospital, a brand-new Leisure Complex, Playgrounds 
and Tennis Club.   The latter was very busy when we visited – which was great to see.  Is there a problem with the 
fantastic dome here as the plastic seems to be deteriorating?  
Solar panels were noted at the Leisure Centre, but we were surprised there were not more. 

Have you or the Council collated a list of derelict empty houses for example as several on Charles Street were 
noted?

The ‘Colour me Beautiful’ scheme has run for four years now bringing pockets of colour through your floral planting 
schemes.    This was featured in local press encouraging more volunteers to help out too.  Are the plants used all 
good for pollinators?  We like the fact that most reflected a theme, or showed support to, a particular cause such as 
Mayo GAA.  There was no doubting the local support for your county with flags, flowers and bunting proudly flying – 
their day will come.  

Avivo Homeland planted 30,000 trees in 30 days, so it was great to see pictures of residents and locals helping.  
You are recommended to have your volunteers maintain a watchful brief on these trees.  In their formative years 
they will need a lot of water, mulch, and attention.  

You have also maintained the graveyard (and your entry had the great picture of the statue being enhanced here) – 
there is a handy flyer published by the Heritage Council on this - https://www.heritagecouncil.
ie/content/files/Top-Tips-for-Caring-for-Historic-Graveyards.pdf

The Mall is a lovely area and on adjudication day many people were outside enjoying a coffee and its surroundings.  
The buildings around here are very nicely presented and well done to the Council and the Courts for using and 
maintaining these buildings.  We were surprised at the electricity lights and poles on Castle Street and felt these 
were very messy and ugly, and really should be upgraded.  

The sunflowers at the entrance to the Town Park made for a lovely welcome  - were they planted by the Gael Scoil? 
The Park is a great amenity area and on a bank holiday Sunday there were lots of families enjoying the area and it 
was clean and appeared litter free.  The maps showed an area that was meant to be for wildflowers but 
disappointingly the boundary was planted with laurel hedging which does not offer a lot for wildlife.  The grass had a 
lot of docks, indicating the nutrients are quite rich here - potentially too rich for wildflowers.  Yellow rattle is one plant 
that could reduce the nutrients here.  There is free advice on creating wildflower meadows available to download for 
free from www.pollinators.ie

The tall, elegant street trees on Market Street really add to the ambience at this end of Castlebar. 

In other communities Lidl have been doing a lot of work to promote the All-Ireland pollinator plan.  The grounds of 
the Castlebar Lidl store have potential for pollinator-friendly planting.

The watercourses around Castlebar all support wildlife, many of which are of European importance due to their 
vulnerability.  So we were delighted to read of the efforts your volunteers have put into cleaning the river around the 
town.  At every footbridge we checked the river and saw little debris.   

Lannagh Lough was gorgeous, and many others agree judging by the numbers out enjoying the area.   We liked 
that The Men's Shed’s bird boxes have been put up with straps rather than nails to protect the trees.  Take care with 
planting montbretia as this is listed as invasive by Transport Infrastructure Ireland.  At the car park there were nine 
separate signs that we could see whilst standing in one spot  about littering and dog control and dog waste.  Please 
rationalise the signs here.  Indeed there was one signs about litter fines, that was so old the currency of the fine was 
in pounds as opposed to euros.  

Wildlife information was lovely here.  Could the Men’s Shed be persuaded to make bird box kits that 
residents/families could assemble at events?  There are good templates to follow available at 
www.birdwatchireland.ie and advice on how, and where, to put them up.

Green Spaces and Landscaping / Spásanna Glasa agus Tírdhreachú:

Nature and Biodiversity in your Locality / An Dúlra agus an Bhithéagsúlacht i do cheantar:

Sustainability – Doing more with less / Inmharthanacht - Mórán ar an mbeagán:



Well done also to all the teenagers of Castlebar for their efforts in keeping Castlebar litter-free.   It was early on a 
bank holiday Sunday when we arrived, and we anticipated a lot of litter in the centre – but brilliantly we saw hardly 
any litter in the central streets of Castlebar.  The freshly painted footbridges were admired into Market Street 
Carpark.  And you found your boat!! After being MIA for 20 year you plan to use it to help access the river and bring 
litter ashore from here.  Thanks to Mayo Adventure Experience for their guidance here.  No doubt you have a risk 
assessment completed for all your aquatic volunteers.   

Some cable ties when noticed on lights around The Dublin Road Business Park roundabout. Litter was also noticed 
in the hedge along the road entrance into this Business Park.  

Streetlights on lower Thomas Street have a lot of paint peeling off them and need attention.  On the ring road 
roundabout there was some older litter on the pedestrian routes around here.  

The individual units (e.g. tile shop and car-part shop) in the industrial area behind Londis were very nicely managed.  
But there was some debris around some of the empty  units.   Do watch for some litter and tiredness issues in this 
area including old flags, faded and broken  signs and a lot of permanently erected Christmas decorations. 
Likewise, one of your big projects was the floating Christmas tree at Lough Lannagh and the pictures of this looked 
great.  But we were disappointed to see this during adjudication in front of the carpark still.  Could it be partially 
dismantled outside of the festive season?  

At the entrance to the shopping centre car park off New Antrim Street,  there was a short, damaged safety rail that 
should be removed.  The visitor information here was useful and maybe its frame could be painted by next spring?

At the rear of the Castlebar Shopping Centre old gates could be painted and some building rubble was dumped in 
the corner so maintain a watchful eye on this area please.  
Watch out for  sewage vent pipes which are quite rusty. 

There was conflicting advice on-line regarding providing used pumpkins to wildlife.  The seeds themselves are great 
but it seems the flesh may not always be good.  Perhaps you can research this some more.

Solar powered compactor street bins were on display in many areas. Your adjudicator thought that the fire station 
had a large bank of solar panels on its south facing roof before realising they were rooflights!  There is great 
potential on this roof space and wondered if your Sustainable Energy Community’s plan includes consideration on 
how community and commercial buildings can be retrofitted? Now that you are moving into the planning stage, we 
look forward to reading more.  

On adjudication day a large car boot sale was taking place selling a plethora of items from schoolbooks to hinges 
and old sweet tins.  It was great to see so many items being recycled here by the busy public.  

Good luck to The Habit Store where no plastic is used in shopping.  It is great that the community has such options.  

There were some good statistics in your entry – and the fact that Kevin has picked up over 5000 cans for recycling 
is to be applauded.  There are many other activities listed in this category of the competition where you are 
successfully encouraging and challenging the community towards the circular economy through clothes swaps, 
keep-cups, foodie save, and recycling promotions.  You are obviously working closely with the Council’s 
Environmental Awareness Officer.  Well done.

Your committee has a person dedicated to working with the different streets and residential areas of Castlebar.  This 
is an important role, and it is good that residents can liaise with you and discuss ideas. 

Nice bilingual entrance signs with noted at The Willows and Northbrook. Gardens and  homes looked well here.   
There were a couple of large bar walls in this estate.  Could some attractive climbers such as honeysuckle be 
trained to grow here? 

We noticed that The Grove had some mature trees including a monkey puzzle tree and judging by its height maybe 
100 years old....was this part of a park originally?  Perhaps the residence would be interested in working together 
here to grow a herb garden maybe? 

Homes on Lucan Road near the pedestrian crossing were nicely painted in colours that worked well together.  The 
lovely street trees and floral beds that really helping to soften this area and looked really attractive. 
We liked the bright hanging baskets seen at front doors of homes in McCormack Estate.  

The two entrances to The Curragh did not appear to have road names.  Homes here looked well. However once 
tree near the entrance had been heavily pruned meaning the shape and crown was distorted.  Between that and the 
tarmac around its base, we worry that this tree may not survive many more years. Perhaps you can consider 
planted in a replacement here? 

 On Humbert Way on newly renovated home caught the eye with its modern design – it’s good to see innovative 
home re-designs.

Tidiness and Litter Control / Slachtmhaireacht agus Rialú Bruscair:

Residential Streets & Housing Areas / Sráideanna Cónaithe & Ceantair Tithíochta:



home re-designs.

We loved the trailhead information that you have for the Great Western Greenway, for example at the Town Park.  
Both  distances and times to different points along the Greenway were provided.  QR codes direct you to different 
websites depending on information you need.   It is great that you can actually cycle now from Turlough straight to 
Achill so congratulations to all.  New road surfacing and signage at the entrance to the Town Park looked great. 

The 1798 memorial by Richard Street was nicely designed,  discreet and fitted nicely under the sycamore.  Care is 
need at the junction of Richard and Thomas Streets as the lack of white lines at the junction, and an obscured road 
sign, meant there was nearly an accident here!   The green area opposite has a nice outdoor seating area is there 
any interpretation for the designs of the seating here?

There was a nice little bit of landscaping and a drive-through coffee stand on Station Road.  

There was new resurfacing at the main car park at the rear of Market Street and it was nice to see the pedestrian 
routes  clearly marked here. One suggestion to enhance this area is to liaise with all the landowners with gates off 
this car park.  Enhancement of the gates would make a really big difference.  

The Circle K garage on Humbert Way had bright colourful flowers that provides a positive punch of colour whilst 
driving along here.  
Descending into Lough Lannagh village there's some lovely planting and very clever use of planters and high 
visibility bollards to slow down traffic.  We really liked the planting in this area

The roses in the centre of the Dublin Road mini roundabout looked nice but perhaps a bit more height could be 
planted into middle of this roundabout?  The same roses were noted at the Duffy Motors/ Humbert Way roundabout.   
Again they looked lovely, but a little definition would be good.  A cleverly angled flower bed makes a really nice 
statement here with its  strong orange and yellow flowers.  The angle means that drivers can easily see it.  You 
have plans to add more to the hand-landscaping of the roundabouts and this is to be encouraged.     Consider 
low-maintenance planting  - maybe some silver birch trees which allow light and visibility of traffic but can look good.  

Opposite the Dublin Road roundabout, we loved seeing the copper beech and mature trees growing here.  They 
nicely screen the concrete wall behind.   Perhaps other walls here could have more ivy trained to soften the look 
here of the concrete walls.   Indeed there was a few places where there were long extents of bar wall- and planting 
of a small colourful mural  could enhance them.  

The pedestrian route from Linenhall Street to SuperValu is a handy shortcut.  The stone walls here look nice.  
Perhaps some ferns could be encouraged to grow on the walls?  When closed, the shutters here gave off a bleak 
feel.  But if they had pictures or logos on them the passage would look much nicer.  There are many passageways 
around Castlebar all of which are nicely painted and clean.  Could some of them be enhanced with a nice mural or 
with details of local heritage of interest?  

As it was Summer, the gates to both the Gaelscoil and St Davitt's College were closed.  They were quite industrial 
looking, and it's wondered if they could be painted or enhanced with some nice pictures or even yarn-bombed?

Approach Roads, Streets & Lanes / Bóithre Isteach, Sráideanna & Lánaí:

Concluding Remarks:

Goodness – your entry form is packed with projects and full of pictures of numerous volunteers and groups across 
Castlebar that have helped with the programme of works for TidyTowns over the last 12 months.  It was humbling to 
read of the efforts put in by so many.   Congratulations on an excellent submission and tremendous work.


